
 

 

 

  

Improving communication between colleagues was one of the improvement areas identified in Central 

Legal Office’s iMatter team report from 2018. 

The limitations of meeting space at Anderson House, where Central Legal Office are based, meant that 

accommodating large groups of staff could be challenging. This affected solicitors and secretarial 

support colleagues within the Litigation Department in particular, resulting in important information not 

always being shared with everyone across the team.   

Anne Boyle, Senior PA, said: “We saw other departments getting together for team meetings but 

because of the size of our teams and the lack of adequate meeting space we were unable to get round 

the table together. 

“We knew that it made good sense for solicitors and secretarial colleagues to meet to share important 

information so we decided that a secretarial rep would regularly join the solicitor meetings and create 

mechanisms for sharing key information from the meeting with the wider secretarial team. 

“By making this small change, we’ve seen some very clear improvements. For example, our legal cases 

often involve advice from expert witnesses, and in the solicitor meetings there could be discussion about 

the suitability of experts for cases. This information wasn’t previously shared with the secretarial team 

so it meant that our database wasn’t being updated to reflect the discussions of the solicitor team. With 

a secretarial rep sitting in on these meetings, our rep is now able to feedback this information to the 

wider secretarial team and ensure our systems are fully up to date. 

“The new mechanism has also brought the secretarial team together – helping us all function as one 

cohesive team rather than focusing solely on our own individual areas – and we’re seeing much more 

sharing of information and knowledge between us all.” 
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